Abstract A method to track topic evolution via salient keyword matching with consideration of semantic broadness for Web video discovery is presented in this paper. The proposed method enables users to understand the evolution of topics over time for discovering Web videos in which they are interested. A framework that enables extraction and tracking of the hierarchical structure, which contains Web video groups with various degrees of semantic broadness, is newly derived as follows: Based on network analysis using multimodal features, i.e., features of video contents and metadata, our method extracts the hierarchical structure and salient keywords that represent contents of each Web video group. Moreover, salient keyword matching, which is newly developed by considering salient keyword distribution, semantic broadness of each Web video group and initial topic relevance, is applied to each hierarchical structure obtained in different time stamps. Unlike methods in previous works, by considering the semantic broadness as well as the salient keyword distribution, our method can overcome the problem of the desired semantic broadness of topics being different depending on each user. Also, the initial topic relevance enables correction of the gap from an initial topic at the start of tracking. Consequently, it becomes feasible to track the evolution of topics over time for finding Web videos in which the users are interested. Experimental results for real-world datasets containing YouTube videos verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
With the proliferation of Web videos [16, 52] , there is an increasing number of Internet users who are retrieving Web videos that include topics in which they are interested by using video hosting services such as YouTube. 1 Current retrieval methods usually target a static database containing Web videos collected at one time stamp [1, 31, 34, 41] . When performing retrieval, users input queries into the retrieval systems and Web videos associated with the input queries are returned as ranked lists to users. Recent progress of semantic understanding including object recognition and event detection [11, 30, 39, 44] has enabled a continuous increase in retrieval performance for a static database [18, 19, 25, 28] .
In previous papers [7, 9, 10, 47, 55] , retrieval methods that focus on a dynamic database containing Web videos collected at multiple time stamps have been proposed. These methods extract Web video groups, i.e., Web video sets with similar topics at each time stamp, and track changes in contents of Web video groups over time. Thus, it becomes possible to understand trends and users can successfully find their desired Web videos.
However, the approaches mentioned above have the following problems:
Problem (i) If users do not input suitable queries, the ranked list-based retrieval methods [1, 31, 34, 41] provide many irrelevant Web videos in high ranked results [25] . Problem (ii) Since these methods [1, 31, 34, 41] for a static database do not target a dynamic database, users cannot find the desired Web videos by understanding trends over time. For example, for Web videos with the topic "American president" as the retrieval targets, users may want information about "changing history of presidents" or "popularity change of a certain president"; however, the above methods cannot meet such information needs. Problem (iii) Although Problem (ii) can be solved by approaches using Web video groups for a dynamic database [7, 9, 10, 47, 55] , these approaches still have the following limitation: Generally, the desired degrees of semantic broadness of topics differ depending on each user [23] . However, these methods are based on flat clustering and thus may provide Web video groups including topics with semantic broadness that do not correspond to the user's desired videos. Therefore, these methods work well only if the user can input accurate queries that identify the user's desired semantic broadness.
To solve these problems, this paper presents a novel method that enables tracking of topic evolution considering users' desired semantic broadness via extraction of the hierarchical structure of Web video groups. In this paper, the hierarchical structure denotes the property of Web video groups being divided into sub-groups. Several methods have been proposed for extracting the hierarchical structure [20, 21, 23, 24, 45, 46, 48, 51] and for tracking topic evolution of Web video groups [7, 9, 10, 47, 55] ; however, our novel method enables simultaneous realization of extraction and tracking of topic evolution in the hierarchical way. For each time stamp, our novel method extracts the hierarchical structure and salient keywords that represent contents of each Web video group on the basis of network analysis [4] using multimodal features, i.e., features of video contents and metadata. Here, we adopt a scheme that enables direct comparison between heterogeneous features via empirical distribution functions [53] to successfully extract the hierarchical structure and salient keywords. By providing the hierarchical structure rather than ranked lists to users, Problem (i) can be solved. Moreover, for solving Problem (ii), salient keyword matching has been newly developed by considering the salient keyword distribution; semantic broadness; and initial topic relevance to track evolution of topics over time. Here, we can solve Problem (iii) by considering the semantic broadness [14] of each Web video group as well as the salient keyword distribution. Also, for realizing accurate tracking, the initial topic relevance enables correction of the gap from an initial topic at the start of tracking. Consequently, our method enables users to understand the evolution of topics over time for finding Web videos in which they are interested.
The preliminary version of this work can be found in a conference paper [22] . This work newly introduces the initial topic relevance in the algorithm to correct the deviation from the initial topic associated with the user's selected Web video group when performing tracking over time. Also, the effectiveness of our new algorithm is shown by performing more comprehensive experiments for real-world datasets and confirming the superiority to the previous work [22] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 3, a method for extracting the hierarchical structure and salient keywords of Web video groups at each time stamp is described. In Section 4, we present a novel method for tracking topic evolution via the obtained hierarchical structure of Web video groups with salient keywords over time. Section 5 shows experimental results for real-world datasets containing YouTube videos to confirm that our method enables tracking of topic evolution over time for finding Web videos that the users are interested in.
Related work
Previously reported methods related to our work are shown in this section. We first explain clustering-based Web video retrieval methods and then describe researches on topic detection and tracking (TDT) for Web videos.
Related work of clustering-based Web video retrieval
To retrieve desired Web videos even if users cannot input suitable queries, clusteringbased methods have been proposed. Flat clustering-based methods using textual features and users' viewing behavior [17, 32] ; visual features [27] ; or audiovisual features as well as metadata attached to Web videos [26] have been developed. These methods can assist users to find desired Web videos by providing an outline of retrieval results including varied topics. However, the obtained clusters are presented to users without focusing on the hierarchical relationships between topics. Therefore, as topics contained in the presented clusters become varied, it becomes difficult to find desired Web videos since users need to search for clusters containing topics with desired semantic broadness from many clusters.
To solve this problem, methods based on hierarchical clustering have been proposed. Sang et al. [48] proposed a method to retrieve desired Web videos by presenting the hierarchical topic structure obtained via textual features and WordNet [42] . Ngo et al. [45, 46] targeted sports videos and proposed methods to present clusters with the hierarchical structure whose upper layers contain similar color shots and lower layers contain shots with similar motion features. Taskiran et al. [51] proposed "a similarity pyramid" to browse video shots at various levels of detail by using visual features. To overcome the performance limitation of these methods using a single modality, we proposed methods utilizing multimodal features [20, 21, 23, 24] . These methods enable users to retrieve Web videos containing topics with desired semantic broadness by hierarchically providing Web video groups. However, these methods do not target a dynamic database, users cannot find the desired Web videos by understanding trends over time.
Related work of TDT for Web videos
To overcome the problem mentioned above, methods of TDT for Web videos have been developed. As a pioneer work, a method [37] for topic discovery and tracking through the hierarchical steps: coarse topic filtering, fine topic re-ranking and topic tracking on the basis of the bipartite graph model was proposed. Reed et al. [47] proposed a text analysis scheme to detect emerging trends on YouTube videos by applying strongly connected component (SCC) decomposition [5] to a graph that represents co-occurrence of emerging tags. Xie et al. [55] proposed a method to extract visual memes, i.e., frequently reposted short video segments via a network model considering color correlogram [29] for tracking and monitoring of events on YouTube. Shao et al. [49, 50] proposed a starstructured K-partite graph to represent multimodal features for Web video topic discovery. A method [10] using auxiliary information obtained from Google Trends as well as multimodal features was presented to detect Web video topics. Moreover, Cao et al. [7, 9] proposed methods to discover hot topics in Web videos and understand their evolution using social metadata as well as multimodal features. Also, Li et al. [36] implemented a topic tracker on the basis of a semi-supervised multi-class multi-feature scheme with historical data. With the development of social media, we can expand the definition of Web videos; thus, Lu et al. [38] proposed a joint clustering algorithm using a K-partite graph for automatic discovering, tracking and summarizing of video topics from social media streams on Weibo.
The above methods can be useful for obtaining desired Web videos considering topic evolution or trends; however, these methods do not focus on the hierarchical characteristics of topics. Thus, these methods may provide Web video groups including topics with semantic broadness that do not correspond to desired Web videos and work well only if a user can input suitable queries that identify the user's desired semantic broadness. By contrast, our work is the first work to simultaneously realize extraction and tracking of topic evolution in the hierarchical way for Web video discovery. An overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 . In the subsequent sections, we explain the details.
Extraction of hierarchical structure of Web video groups with salient keywords
In this section, a method to extract the hierarchical structure of Web video groups and estimate salient keywords of them on the basis of the preliminary version [22] of this work is described.
Calculation of similarities between Web videos
In this subsection, we explain a scheme for calculating similarities between Web videos by the collaborative use of multimodal features in a statistical way. . Specifically, we train codebooks by applying k-means clustering [40] 
where 
Furthermore, similarities s ij between f i and f j are defined as follows:
where i = 1, 2, · · · , N, j = 1, 2, · · · , N. Thus, comparison between heterogeneous features becomes feasible since we equalize the occurrence probability of similarities in a constant interval of the similarity-axis. Moreover, the statistically most similar feature is selected from the heterogeneous features for deriving the similarities adaptively. Note that the features that have high similarities differ depending on the video; therefore, it is reasonable to adaptively calculate similarities on the basis of the optimal feature selection via the empirical distribution functions.
Extraction of hierarchical structure of Web video groups
After obtaining multimodal similarities, we extract the hierarchical structure of Web video groups, i.e., Web video sets with similar topics. First, we construct link relationships between Web videos by using metadata "related videos". We introduce the metadata into our method since the metadata is useful for associating Web videos that are similar to each other [12] . Note that most of popular video hosting services such as YouTube; Dailymotion; 2 Veoh; 3 and Vimeo 4 provide the metadata "related videos". Even if "related videos" cannot be obtained, it is reported that other metadata such as "uploaders" and "tags" are also utilized to associate with similar Web videos [9] . In this paper, we consider that a Web video f i links to a Web video f j if "related videos" of f i include f j . Then we construct a video network G v whose nodes and edges are Web videos and weighted links, respectively. The edge weight w ij between f i and
is defined as follows:
If f i and f j do not link to each other, an edge between f i and f j is not made. Note that there is a case in which unreliable metadata causes an unsuitable network structure for extracting the hierarchical structure, and thus it becomes necessary to reconstruct G v . Specifically, we construct the empirical distribution function F sim (x) of Web video similarities s ij in the same manner as that in (2) and (3). Then the edge between f i and f j is added if F sim (s ij ) is more than 1 and removed if F sim (s ij ) is less than 2 . Since the edge construction/removal have to applied to Web videos with statistically remarkable similarity/dissimilarity, we set By using the obtained video network G v , the hierarchical structure of Web video groups is extracted via a network analysis algorithm [4] , which is called Louvain method, based on recursive modularity optimization. It should be noted that the algorithm [4] is a very fast method by which 118 million nodes can be processed in 152 minutes. Also, our proposed similarities can be easily introduced into this algorithm. For these reasons, we consider that this algorithm is optimal for accurate and efficient extraction of the hierarchical structure of Web video groups. The hierarchical structure is extracted by iterating the following two phases:
Local maximization of modularity In the first phase, each node f i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N) is assigned to each Web video group. For each node f i , the gain of modularity Q when a node f i is set to a Web video group including a neighbourhood node f j is evaluated, and then f i is re-assigned to a Web video group for which the positive gain is maximum. Modularity Q is an evaluation measure for detecting the group structure from a network, which is defined as follows [4] :
and f j belong to the same Web video group and 0 otherwise. Therefore, the higher the modularity is, the better the detection results of Web video groups are. This process is applied to all nodes iteratively and sequentially until no more improvement of modularity can be obtained.
Updating a new network
In the second phase, a new network whose nodes are the Web video groups obtained by the first phase is constructed. Here, the edge weight between the two new nodes is the sum of the edge weights of the original network found during the first phase. Also, each new node has a self-loop that is derived from the weighted edges of the corresponding original nodes obtained in the first phase. In this paper, a pair of the first and second phases is represented as "a pass" and this iteration number is denoted by q (= 1, 2, · · · , C h ; C h being the number of all passes).
To extract the hierarchical structure, the passes (the first phase for detecting Web video groups from the network and the second phase for constructing the new network) are iterated until no more improvement in positive gain of modularity can be obtained. As a consequence of obtaining Web video groups with different levels of resolution by the iteration of passes, it becomes feasible to extract the hierarchical structure of Web video groups. In this paper, we denote the obtained Web video groups by Grp q n q (n q = 1, 2, · · · , D q ; D q being the number of Web video groups in which the iteration count is q). Note that the number of new nodes recursively decreases in the second phase according to the increase in q; thus, efficient extraction of the hierarchical structure becomes feasible even when a large number of Web videos are targeted. The detailed algorithm for extracting the hierarchical structure is shown in Algorithm 1.
Estimation of salient keywords of Web video groups
To assist users in finding the desired Web videos easily, we need to enable users to understand the contents in each Web video group at a glance when providing the extracted hierarchical structure. To meet this necessity, we estimate salient keywords to identify contents of each Web video group. From each Web video group Grp 
where (K q n q ) i represents a set of Web videos that have a word (v q n q ) i , and δ mn is 1 if m links to n or m is the same as n and 0 otherwise. In this way, we can obtain G q n q that enables association of related words on the basis of multimodal features, and thus successful extraction of salient keywords becomes feasible via a network analysis scheme [33] . Specifically, we define a matrix L q n q whose (i, j )-th element corresponds to (e q n q ) ij , and eigenvectors of (L q n q ) T L q n q are obtained. Each element of the eigenvectors of (L q n q ) T L q n q represents the attribution degree of each keyword to keyword sets with similar contents [33] . By focusing on the salient keywords with a high degree of attribution, it becomes possible to understand the contents of each Web video group at a glance.
Note that, as shown in (5) and (7), we use video features to weight edges of the video and keyword networks (see Section 5.1 for details of video features used in the experiment). Since unreliable metadata may cause performance degradation of network analysis, we use the video features as well as metadata to accurately group Web videos with similar contents or to extract salient keywords related to the same contents. Performance improvement by introducing the video features into network analysis is reported in papers [20, 21, 23 ].
Tracking of topic evolution from hierarchical structure of Web video groups over time
In this section, we describe the development of a new method to track the evolution of topics over time for finding Web videos in which the users are interested. Figure 2 shows an overview of our proposed tracking scheme. First, a user selects a Web video group associated with the desired topics from the hierarchical structure. Next, our scheme sequentially searches the adjacent hierarchical structure for a Web video group that is similar to the selected one over time; thus, it becomes feasible to track evolution of topics. As a result, it becomes possible to understand evolution of topics over time and find Web videos in which the user is interested. The proposed scheme is explained in detail below. Fig. 2 Outline of the tracking of topic evolution from the hierarchical structure of Web video groups over time
Overview of the tracking scheme

Tracking of the evolution of topics over time
First, let us denote a set of time stamps by = {1, 2, · · · , T }, and t ∈ represents each time stamp. In the proposed method, a user selects a Web video group including the desired topic by browsing the hierarchical structure at t = 1. Next, we track the evolution of topics including the selected Web video group. This scheme consists of the two processes: (i) salient keyword matching using semantic broadness and (ii) tracking of topic evolution over time. The details of these two processes are shown below.
Salient keyword matching using semantic broadness
To perform tracking of topic evolution over time, we should accurately calculate similarities between Web video groups in each hierarchical structure obtained in different time stamps. We introduce three measures, i.e., salient keyword distribution; semantic broadness; and initial topic relevance into the proposed method. Each of them is explained below.
where H (Grp(t)) and H (Grp(t )) are entropy of keywords that appear in Grp(t) and Grp(t ), and σ is a pre-defined constant. Furthermore, by considering both the salient Salient keyword distribution Let Grp(t) (t ∈ ) be a Web video group within the hierarchical structure obtained in a time stamp t ∈ , and K(Grp(t)) represents a set of keywords attached to Web videos in Grp(t). Also, u ∈ K(Grp(t)) denotes a keyword included in Grp(t). In our method, we define the similarity based on the salient keyword distribution, which is denoted by S k (Grp(t), Grp(t )), by the following equation:
where a(u, Grp(t)) and a(u , Grp(t )) are the attribution degrees of u and u to Grp(t) and Grp(t ), respectively, andδ uu is 1 if u and u are the same and 0 otherwise. Note that this similarity reflects not only just co-occurrences of the salient keywords but also multimodal features; therefore, the similarity enables comparison between two Web video groups by considering video contents. Even if this similarity can reflect the video contents, however, there is a case in which only the use of S k (Grp(t), Grp(t )) unsuitably associates Web video groups in the upper hierarchies since such groups have too many common salient keywords.
Semantic broadness
To solve this problem, we have to consider semantic broadness of each Web video group. As the paper [14] showed that entropy of tag collections can represent semantic broadness, we introduce entropy into the proposed method. We define the similarity based on semantic broadness of Web video groups, which is represented as S b (Grp(t), Grp(t )), as follows:
keyword distribution and semantic broadness of each Web video group, the similarity (Grp(t), Grp(t )) is calculated as follows:
Thus, it becomes feasible to suitably compare two Web video groups since we can consider the hierarchical levels of each Web video group as well as the salient keyword distribution.
Initial topic relevance Since topic evolution is tracked over time, there may be a gradual accumulation of errors that occur when calculating similarities between adjacent Web video groups. In such a case, the topics including final tracking results will be greatly different from the initial topics. To solve this problem, we newly introduce a term to correct the above errors, namely "initial topic relevance". The introduction of initial topic relevance is one of the novelties of our method compared to our previous one [22] . We define initial topic relevance as (Grp (1) 
where α (0 < α < 1) is a parameter that determines the influence on the initial topic relevance. If this parameter is set to a small value, irrelevant tracking results tend to increase, although those results may include some discoveries related to the initial topic. On the other hand, if this parameter is set to a large value, new discoveries related to the initial topic may decrease, but accurate tracking results can be obtained. In the experiments shown later, we tested several settings of this parameter. As a result of introduction of initial topic relevance, successful topic evolution tracking, which is explained in the next section, becomes feasible.
Tracking of topic evolution over time
Next, we propose an algorithm for tracking the evolution of topics included in a Web video group selected in the first phase by utilizing the newly derived similarities. For a Web video group selected as a tracking target, the proposed algorithm sequentially searches the hierarchical structure in the adjacent time stamp for relevant Web video groups. Here, by considering the hierarchical structure and semantic broadness of each Web video group (see (9)), we can obtain successful tracking results even if the desired semantic broadness of topics is different depending on each user. This is the novelty and contribution of this paper in comparison with conventional studies [7, 9, 10, 47, 55] on Web video tracking, which do not consider semantic broadness.
Furthermore, the use of initial topic relevance (second term on the right side of (11)) can reduce mistracking results. In particular, this effect will become large when tracking is performed over a long time since the initial topic relevance can correct the gap between topics including a tracking target and the user's selected Web video group at t = 1. The introduction of initial topic relevance is the novelty and contribution in comparison with the preliminary work [22] of this paper.
Consequently, by providing the tracking results to a user, it becomes possible to understand the evolution of topics associated with the user's selected Web video group over time in order to find Web videos in which the user is interested. The detailed processing of the tracking is shown in Algorithm 2. Note that, in Algorithm 2, Th is a threshold to decide whether a Web video group is tracked or not. Since the suitable numbers of tracking results, which are exhibited to users, are different depending on each user, we assume that the best Th should be selected by each user. It should be also noted that, for each Web video group, the groups in the upper and lower hierarchies are denoted by ancestor and descendant groups, respectively. We denote a set of ancestor and descendant groups of a Web video group Grp by A(Grp ) (see Fig. 3 ).
Experimental results
This section shows experimental results for real-world datasets to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for tracking topic evolution over time.
Datasets
We performed experiments for the following two datasets containing YouTube videos:
Dataset 1
We used a public dataset containing YouTube videos, namely, MCG-WEBV 1.0 [6, 8] . The dataset is widely utilized for the evaluation of Web video research such as classification [54] ; tag refinement [56] ; retrieval [15] ; and topic detection [7, 9] . As shown in Table 1 , the dataset contains "most viewed videos" on each month. In this experiment, we used the following two kinds of feature vectors: First, we used high-level features (HLF346 features) calculated for keyframes of Web videos. We utilized keyframes and HLF346 features calculated from them, which were available on MCG-WEBV 1.0 [6, 8] . This feature is a high-level feature with 346 dimensions obtained per keyframe. Each dimension indicates the prediction score of a detector for 346 concepts. 5 During the training phase of concept detectors, development data of TRECVID 2011 SIN Task 6 was used. Furthermore, we extracted SIFT spatial bag of words features, and employed the Sequential Boosting SVM model proposed by CMU-informedia team 7 to obtain the concept detectors. Second, we used textual feature vectors whose dimensions were 300 obtained by applying the Doc2Vec approach [35] to titles, tags and description of each Web video. Doc2Vec is an algorithm that learns fixed-length feature representations from variable-length pieces of texts. This algorithm is realized on the basis of a neural network that predicts words in the documents. It is reported that Doc2Vec features can overcome the weakness in Bag-of-Words (BoW) features, which ignore the context. Here, model training was performed for all texts obtained from the whole dataset.
It should be noted that HLF346 features were calculated for multiple keyframes per Web video. Thus, on the basis of a BoF approach (see Section 3.1), we summarized multiple feature vectors into one vector for each Web video. Here, we constructed the codebook with 1000 bins for BoF by applying k-means clustering [40] to the HLF 346 feature vectors obtained from the whole dataset and defining cluster centers as the codebook. On the other hand, we did not apply a BoF approach to textual feature vectors since one textual feature vector was obtained per Web video. 
Dataset 2
We prepared another dataset by crawling YouTube videos on our own. Concretely, we input a keyword "Tokyo Olympic (in Japanese)" as a query and obtained the top 50 Web videos. By repeatedly obtaining 10 Web videos contained in "related videos' of the selected Web videos, the dataset was constructed (see Table 2 ). 8 For each Web video in this dataset, we calculated visual and textual features. To obtain visual features, we first divided Web videos into shots through a shot segmentation method [43] . Then, for each shot, we calculated HSV color histogram with 48 bins every second and obtained the vector medians [2] . Furthermore, by summarizing multiple vectors into one vector whose dimension was 1000 for each Web video via a BoF approach, we obtained visual feature vectors. On the other hand, we calculated textual feature vectors on the basis of Doc2Vec approach [35] in the same manner as textual feature vectors for dataset 1.
Evaluations
We verify the effectiveness of our method for tracking topic evolution over time. First, we extracted the hierarchical structure of Web video groups with salient keywords 9 by setting 1 and 2 to 0.99 and 0.01, respectively. Furthermore, we tracked evolution of topics associated with Web video groups in datasets 1-1 and 2-1.
In this experiment, we denote our method by (P) and set α in (11) to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 to verify the parameter sensitivity. Here, (P) with α ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8} are denoted by (P-1), (P-2), (P-3) and (P-4), respectively. We compare them with the following reference methods:
(R1) Salient keyword distribution + Semantic broadness This is a conventional method [22] that ignores the initial topic relevance (Grp (1) , Grp(t )), i.e., the second term on the right side of (11) . This method utilizes the salient keyword distribution S k (Grp(t), Grp(t )) (see (8) ) and semantic broadness S b (Grp(t), Grp(t )) (see (9)). 8 We collected only Web videos with lengths of less than 1800 seconds. 9 To estimate salient keywords, we lemmatized each word and removed stop words by using Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [3] . 
, S b (Grp(t), Grp(t )) defined in (9). This method uses the salient keyword distribution S k (Grp(t), Grp(t ))
defined in (8) and initial topic relevance (1, Grp(t )), i.e., the second term on the right side of (11) . We denote (R2) with α ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8} by (R2-1), (R2-2), (R2-3) and (R2-4), respectively. (R3) Text + Visual This is a method based on the earlier study [9] . Since the problem settings are not exactly same as ours, we adopt only the similarity proposed in the paper [9] . This method focuses on visually near-duplicate Web videos as well as textual similarities. Specifically, the similarity in (11) is computed as
is(Grp(t), Grp(t )), where T ex(Grp(t), Grp(t )) and V is(Grp(t), Grp(t )) are textual and visual similarities between Grp(t) and Grp(t ), respectively. Here, V is(Grp(t), Grp(t )) is defined as the maximum of similarities between Web videos included in Grp(t) and Grp(t ).
In this experiment, we used visual feature vectors that were the same as our method.
Also, T ex(Grp(t), Grp(t )) was computed by cosine similarities between Doc2Vec [35] features obtained from Grp(t) and Grp(t ).
According to the paper [9] , γ was set to 0.8.
For (P) and (R1), we defined σ in (9) as the median of Euclidean distances between entropy of all different Web video groups in each dataset. For all of the methods explained above, we obtained tracking results by setting T h = η+λσ (λ ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}), where η andσ were the mean and standard deviation of all similarities between different Web video groups obtained from all datasets, respectively. Since it was trivial to provide too many tracking results for users to check their contents, we exhibited two groups at most as the tracking results for each Web video group. Note that it is difficult to directly implement other methods since there are no existing methods that completely correspond to the purpose of our work. Thus, we implement (R3) as motivated by the state-of-the-art tracking method [9] whose purpose is similar to that of our work. (R3) follows the idea of directly using visual and textual features, whose effectiveness is proven in the paper [9] ; therefore, the results of (R3) can be regarded as comparable experimental results. The results of evaluation are shown below. Figure 4 shows the hierarchical structure of Web video groups with salient keywords for dataset 1-1. We show some tracking results for topics of politics since it is easy to discuss the trend changes. As an example, we show the tracking result for (Group A), which is shown in Fig. 4 , by (P) in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that our method accurately grasped topic changes from "American president, Bush" to "American president, Obama". On the other hand, there was a case in which (R1) and (R3) caused 77 and 357 results including unsuitable topics (e.g., "Lady GaGa" and "UFO"). This is because these reference methods tend to accumulate gaps from the initial topic over time due to the lack of initial topic relevance (second term on the right side of (11)). Therefore, we can confirm the effectiveness of initial topic relevance, i.e., the main novelty of this work. Figures 6 and 7 show the tracking results for (Group B), which is shown in Fig. 4 , by (P) and (R2), respectively. Figure 6 shows that our method reflected people's attention of topics about "the Israel and Palestine situation" and "Relationship between Islamic countries and America". In Fig. 7 , the results by (R2) included Web video groups with topics such as "Air France accidents" and "US military programs", which were irrelevant to the original tracking target. This is because this reference method tends to mistrack Web video groups including common salient keywords in any hierarchies due to the lack of semantic broadness defined in (9) . Thus, the necessity of semantic broadness can be confirmed.
Qualitative evaluations
(Group A) (Group A-1) (Group A-2) (a) (b) (c) (d)
Subjective evaluations
Although qualitative evaluations were performed as in previous works, e.g., [9, 22] , we show results of quantitative evaluations through a subjective experiment to further clarify the effectiveness of our method. In the experiments for datasets 1 and 2, we invited 16 and 17 evaluators with an educational background in information science, respectively. All of them were males and their average age was 24.3 years for dataset 1; meanwhile, two females were included and the average age was 24.5 for dataset 2. Subjects that do not have a basic computer literacy and are not familiar with information retrieval or social media websites may bias evaluations; thus, we invited such evaluators to fairly verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Subjective evaluations for datasets 1 and 2 under this condition are shown below. First, for each hierarchy at the initial time, we instructed the evaluators to select Web video groups in which they were interested one by one. In the example of dataset 1, the evaluators selected one Web video group per each hierarchy q = 1, 2 and 3 and obtained three Web video groups in total (see Fig. 4 ). Then the evaluators were asked to browse the overviews of tracking results for each parameter, T h ∈ {η + λσ | λ = 2, 4, 6, 8}, and select the parameter that provided the results that each evaluator considered most suitable. Next, we instructed the evaluators to check whether each Web video group was relevant to its parent groups (i.e., Web video groups to be the tracking sources at the last time stamp) and the original tracking target. Here, the evaluators were asked to answer the following questions: Tables 3, 4 , 5 and 6, respectively. From (P-1), (P-2), (P-3) and (P-4) in these figures and tables, we can see that good results can be obtained when α, which decided the importance of initial topic relevance, was set to a value of 0.6 or less. By comparing (P-1) and (P-2) with (R1) and (R3), we can quantitatively confirm the effectiveness of initial topic relevance, i.e., the main novelty of this work. In other words, it can be found that a lack of initial topic relevance causes accumulation of unsuitable results over time even if multimodal analysis is conducted. From (P-1), (P-2), (R2-1), (R2-2), (R2-3) and (R2-4), we can numerically confirm the necessity of semantic broadness. The use of semantic broadness can lead to accurate results even if the semantic broadness of desired Web video groups is different depending on each user. If semantic broadness is not used, however, unsuitable results including common salient keywords are obtained. Furthermore, we perform objective discussion. We verify how consistent tracking results were obtained over time by defining "consistency" for each result. For each tracking result, we first calculated mean vectors of visual and textual features of Web videos for each Web video group. Next, for each tracking result, we calculated cosine similarities between the mean vectors for all combinations between Web video groups. Finally, we obtained mean of the cosine similarities to define "consistency" of each tracking result. Table 7 shows the obtained consistency for datasets 1 and 2. We can see that methods that produce high users' evaluation values tend to produce high consistency, while methods that do not work well tend to produce low consistency. Thus, we consider that it is necessary for users' satisfaction on Web video discovery to track Web video groups, which are similar to the original tracking target, over time. From this consideration, it can be seen that the proposed method enables successful tracking of Web video groups since our method can obtain more consistent tracking results over time than reference methods. As a summary of the evaluations, we explain how "Problems (i), (ii) and (iii)" described in Section 1 were solved. We solved "Problem (i)" by providing the hierarchical structure of Web video groups. In previous works [20, 21, 23, 24] , it was proven that the hierarchical structure can navigate users to the desired Web videos even if users cannot input suitable queries. We solved "Problem (ii)" by the proposed tracking method that seeks similar Web video groups over time. From the results for [Q-4], we can see the superiority of our method compared with reference methods. We solved "Problem (iii)" by introducing semantic broadness into the proposed method. In this experiment, we showed the superiority of our method compared with reference methods that do not consider semantic broadness (see (R2) and (R3)).
Discussion on computational cost
Finally, we discuss computational cost of the proposed method. The proposed method consists of four phases, i.e., (A) calculation of similarities between Web videos (Section 3. First, we denote a set of time stamps by = {1, 2, · · · , T }. Then we assume that the hierarchical structure of Web video groups are extracted for each time stamp t ∈ and evolution of topics of the hierarchical structure at t = 1 are tracked over time. video groups within the hierarchical structure at a time stamp t = τ . Here, T is a constant and we can narrow down the numbers of Src and S τ to exhibit to users even if Src and S τ contains many Web video groups. Thus, the computational cost is O(N tr ).
When assuming that the proposed method is utilized as real-world application, (A), (B) and (C) can be calculated in advance as offline process. Although (D) can be regarded as online process, its computational cost is the linear order and the process can be easily parallelized for more efficient computation. Bold emphases denote the highest evaluation values in each row 
Conclusions
A method to track topic evolution via salient keyword matching with consideration of semantic broadness to find Web videos is presented in this paper. Our method enables users to understand the evolution of topics over time for discovering Web videos in which they are interested by deriving a framework to extract and track the hierarchical structure of Web video groups. Specifically, network analysis using multimodal features enables extraction of the hierarchical structure and salient keywords that represent the contents of each Web video group. Moreover, salient keyword matching by considering the salient keyword distribution, semantic broadness of each Web video group and initial topic relevance was newly derived. Unlike methods in previous works that do not consider semantic broadness and initial topic relevance, our method can accurately track topic evolution over time even if the desired semantic broadness is different depending on each user. Experimental results have qualitatively and quantitatively confirmed that our method enables discovery of Web videos that users did not know but were interested in, unlike conventional retrieval methods that do not consider trend changes over time. 
